This paper presents a study for the effect of learning rate on an approach for texture classification and detection based on the neural network principle. This neural network consists of three layers, which are input, output, and hidden layers. The back propagation technique is considered. A computer algorithm is deduced and applied. In this work, the synthetic textures are generated. The results are taken for the modern computer of AT 486 type. The mathematical analysis is summarized in order to illustrate the effect of learning rate parameter on the exact discrimination during processing. This effect is studied through applications. The minimum consumed time for the computational time of classification in industry is correlated to correspond only the use of only 2 units in the hidden layer of a neural network for real images instead of 11 units.
INTRODUCTION
Texture analysis is usually required for pattern recognition because it can provide exact information about the arrangement and spatial properties of image fundamental elements. Such textural information is complementary to multispectral analysis of an image in order to characterize a digital image [1] . Since the feature extraction a,ppears to be the most important task, information about the textural characteristics of the original image can efficiently be embodied. These features should be implemented for either the description or classification of different texture images using any one of a multitude of pattern recognition techniques [2] .
It is known that structural, statistical, and hybrid approaches are the major methods for a textural feature extraction. A statistical approach is suitable for the computation of a set of scalar features describing the distribution of intensities or local features ignoring their spatial interdependence while a structural approach concentrates on the spatial interaction of elementary regions, local features, or intensities [3] . The hybrid approach combines both statistical and structural approaches.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
The deduced features on the basis of the above mentioned techniques may be insufficient to indicate a complete representation for the purpose of exact analysis.
The results of these techniques depend mainly on the feature extraction, although it is difficult to extract a general complete set of features for all possible images. It should be indicated that these techniques are not easy to be parallel-implemented in addition to the fact that most of them will require a preprocessing stage for the purification of images from noise and interference, which appeared in the data of features extracted [4, 5] .
On the other hand, the use of neural networks helps to overcome all these problems without any human supervision. It must be noted that neural networks are valuable on several counts. Firstly, they are adaptive: they can take data and learn on it. Thus, they transfer solutions from the data presented to capture quite subtle relationships. Neural networks can reduce the development time by learning underlying relationships even if they are difficult to find and describe. They can also solve problems that lack existing solutions. Secondly, neural networks can generalize the solution: they can correctly process data that only broadly resembles the original trained data. Similarly, they can handle imperfect or incomplete data, providing a measure of fault tolerance. Generalization is useful in practical applications because real world data is noisy. Thirdly, the neural networks are nonlinear, in that they can capture complex interactions among the input variables in a system. Fourthly, neural networks are highly effective working in parallel [4, 5] .
There are eight different parameters that affect the learning time [6] , such as: the number of units in both input and output layers; the number of hidden layers; the number of units in hidden layer; the fan in and fan out of hidden units; the number of patterns in the training set; the learning rate; the distribution of initial weights and biases; and the order of pattern presentation. A multilayer neural network can be designed and trained on the basis of a back propagation technique to assign a texture to its corresponding class. The effect of different parameters or some of them in such a system may be studied.
THE SYSTEM
The data in texture imaging can be compressed with the help of Walsh data compressor, which has the advantage of feature compaction and data reduction to the quarter. Walsh Transform is necessary for reaching the highest possible degree of data reduction, due to the nature of the first four rectangular Walsh basis functions [7] .
In then back propagated through the network (BPN) to update the connection weights according to the generalized delta rule [10] . This process may be repeated until the average system--error goes under pre-specified limit where the procedure is terminated. Consequently, the outputs Opk can be then calculated.
The activity at the output layer must be compared to the desired output so that the error terms pk for the output units could be computed, accordingly, through the mathematical expression: k (Ypk Opk)f (netk) (4) where Ypk is the desired output and O, is the output of the k-th unit to the p-th input/output pair at the output layer, while the error term for the hidden units (pih) will be defined, respectively.
It is noticed that the error on the hidden units are calculated before the connection weights to the output layer units have been updated. Therefore, updating weights of the output layer on the basis of the learning-rate parameter q, where it is positive and is usually less than 1 according to the formula: (6) k=l where M is the total number of neurons on the output units. When the error is acceptably small within the specified value for each of the training vector pairs, training will be stopped.
From equations (5), (6) [8] .
Since back-propagation is a time-consuming learning technique, the vital parameters affecting learning speed which are the distribution of intial weights and biases, and order of pattern presentation which have been studied in [8] . fig. (4) . It has been concluded that the number of units in the hidden layer equal to 11 takes the lowest learning cycles and consequently the minimum consumed time.
STATISTICAL STUDY
The following random number generating pascal functions are used in this study to initialize the synaptic connections using four different functions: resetl, reset2, reset3, or reset4. The order of pattern presentation to the input layer is determined by one of the following presentation functions: presentl, present2, present3, and present4.
Random generator is used but with four different principles described below. The first principle of generation in the number randomly is based on the mathematical equation a (a * 10009 + 1) where the second random may be expressed by rand2 0.5 (1 a/maxint). Then the final number can be deduced according to rand rand2 (-sqr (random (maxint)).
Otherwise, the second generation will be based as random (a) of the available compilers but the third one may take the 3-Gaussian random numbers, which is defined by sqr (In (1/2) sin (2. pi. x) while the last number is generated with the formula rand2(random (maxint)) [8] .
\ . . , . . . fig. l(b) .
The selection of a value for the learning rate parameter, q, may have a significant effect on the network performance. Usually, it must be a small number to ensure that the network will settle to a solution. A small value of xl means that the network will have to make a large number of iterations leading to the need for increasing the size of xl as learning proceeds. Increasing the decreased error will help to speed the convergence by increasing the step size since the error reaches a minimum, but the network may bounce around too far from the actual minimum value if xl gets too large [10] . presentl  13610  2920  2210  2660  660  1360  1000   Reset2   Reset3   Reset4,   present2   14200  3140  2380  2710  730  1630  900  present3  16560  4640  3370  4090  980  2090  1240  present4  13830  3020  2450  2820  730  1370  970  presentl  3040  2390  2120  1230  1700  580  1280   present2   4070  2410  2210  1100 of defects that may act as partial discharge sources deteriorating solid insulation and may be it leads to break down either the insulation itself or its surface resistance [11] . This problem will be more necessary if the defect is very small. So, the detection in insulating surface appears to be one of the vital examples for application of the presented method.
Defects are classified into three groups as horizontal, vertical, and area defects in addition to the fourth case representing the normal. These four samples of real fig. 6 . The four texture images of size (64 * 64) are passed to give algorithm for the training of a neural network [8] .
The effect of change of the number of hidden units in the hidden layer on speeding up the training phase of the neural network was examined in [8] and concluded that the best number of hidden units is 11 hidden units. The network reached a stable state with 11 hidden units after 8228 trails and after 7 minutes and 2 seconds.
In this paper, after the purification of the computer program from any impurities that may consume a time, the effect of change of hidden units from 2 up to 15 with computational time is retried to check the published number of units in the hidden layer. Fig. (7) shows the relation of number of hidden units of real textures according to the computational time. It is seen that only 2 hidden units in the hidden layer is quite enough; although it takes a higher number of training cycles of 12440 trials, it takes minimum computational time of 2 minutes and 38 seconds. Thus, the architecture of the network for classification consists of three layers ( fig.   1 (b) ). Only 11 units in the hidden layer of a neural network are for exact discrimination in synthetic texture while only 2 units are enough for real image analysis. The given technique can be effectively used for surface detection in industry with minimum consumed time and a great reduction in the human need.
The presented network concept reaches the steady state in a learning rate of 0.8 with its minimum consumed computational time.
